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Poker, arguably the most famous and popular card game in the world, is an allegory of life: part of it

is determined by luck, part of it depends on how well you play, and part of it depends on how well

you interact with others. If you believe that poker is wholly dependent on your luck, you are, in fact,

mistaken: when playing poker, you need to take into consideration many factors, and luck is only

one of them; you need to calculate how much you stand to lose and to win, you need to â€˜play a

roleâ€™ to make sure that you can overcome your adversaries (there is a bit, actually, a fair bit of

acting in poker, as in real life), you need to know and develop your skills, and you need to study and

understand the other players, their personalities, their goals, and their levels.Poker: 101 Powerful

Tips to Become the Best Poker Player! is your complete guide to becoming an impressive player

packed with practical tips, with secrets collected over many, many years of playing, and with

information that will guide you all the way, allowing you to become a better player while risking as

little as possible. In this very clearly written, informative book, you will find, among other things:The

best 101 practical tips to become a great poker playerThe principles of pokerThe basic rules of

pokerThe history of pokerThe rules of different varieties of poker, including Texas Hold â€˜Em,

Omaha Hi, Razzer, Kansas City Low Ball, and many others, spelt out clearly and in detailThe exact

values of each handHow to study other playersHow to build your player personaHow to have

amazing strategiesHow to bluff and semi-bluffHow to play face to face and onlineHow to learn from

your mistakes
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This might just top the list of worst poker books I've ever read in my life. Honestly, if I hadn't been

able to download it for free on Kindle Unlimited, I would be requesting a refund. No, I'm not a jerk;

it's just THAT bad.Where to even begin?First off, this flaming pile of excrement disguised as a book

is meant for extremely new players â€“ and when I say extremely new, I'm talking people that don't

even know how to play poker at all. You can see this in the Table of Contents screenshot I've added

to this review.The book covers topics like the history of poker, different poker games, hand

hierarchy and some EXTREMELY basic strategies.Throughout this incredibly basic overview, there

are "tips" written in ugly blue boxes throughout each chapter (if you can even call them that) with

some of the worst advice I've ever read.These tips are so bad, it seems like some rookie internet

marketer paid someone in a 3rd-world country $20 to research poker and write an ebook on it. It's

painfully obvious that the author is not an actual poker player at all."Never take a risk in poker that

you would not be ready to take in real life." That's the first "tip" in this book. I'm not joking.In another

section, the author goes as far as saying you should take into account how much luck you have in

everyday life and that if you're a person who generally has bad luck, you'll have to work harder to be

a more skilled poker player in order to achieve the same results as a player who is "luckier."

LOL???
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